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We demonstrate that efficient optical pumping of nuclear spins in semiconductor quantum dots (QDs)

can be achieved by resonant pumping of optically forbidden transitions. This process corresponds to one-

to-one conversion of a photon absorbed by the dot into a polarized nuclear spin, and also has potential for

initialization of hole spin in QDs. We find that by employing this spin-forbidden process, nuclear

polarization of 65% can be achieved, markedly higher than from pumping the allowed transition, which

saturates due to the low probability of electron-nuclear spin flip-flop.
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Resonant optical pumping is a powerful method for
direct control of individual quantum states in a variety of
physical systems, including semiconductor quantum dots
(QDs) [1–5]. In III–V semiconductor nanostructures the
optically controlled carrier spin dynamics are strongly
influenced by the hyperfine coupling of the electron spin
with a bath of nuclei. The hyperfine interaction (HI) can be
an advantage, for example enabling resonant optical pump-
ing of the hole spin in charged dots [2,4], but it can also be
a disadvantage limiting the electron spin coherence and
lifetime [6] and therefore impeding electron spin manipu-
lation in nanostructures [5,7]. Such undesirable effects
arise from fluctuations of the effective nuclear magnetic
field and can be suppressed by locking optical transitions in
the dot to a resonant laser [5,8], or by pumping nuclear
spins into a suitable narrow distribution of states [7].
Another widely discussed approach is to pump very high
nuclear spin polarizations [9], a task so far eluding an
experimental realization.

Here we address the long standing problem of the real-
ization of large nuclear polarization in semiconductors.
Optical pumping is known to be an effective method for
creating nuclear polarization [10–13]. However, full polar-
ization of nuclei by this technique encounters two major
difficulties: the low probability of electron-nuclear spin
flip-flop due to the large electron Zeeman energy; and
fast removal of the electron after its spin flip in order to
allow a new pumping cycle to take place and avoid satu-
ration of the pumping rate [9,14]. In this Letter we dem-
onstrate an efficient nuclear spin pumping method which
enables the above difficulties to be overcome by optical
excitation of a spin-forbidden transition in a hole-charged
quantum dot. The underlying second order process consists
of absorption of a single photon accompanied by the
simultaneous spin flip of an electron and a single nucleus.
This mechanism, enabled by partial lifting of optical se-
lection rules due to the transverse component of the nuclear
magnetic field [15], is not limited by the energy splitting

mismatch of the electron and nucleus. In both experiment
and theory we find the counterintuitive result that this spin
pumping method leads to higher degrees of nuclear polar-
ization in the dot than those achieved by resonant and
nonresonant pumping of nuclear spins via allowed optical
transitions. We find that for the pumping via the spin-
forbidden process, the nuclear polarization increases with
the laser intensity and saturates at 65%, very close to the
highest polarization degree reported for nonresonant exci-
tation in QDs [10–13]. Using the results of power-
dependent measurements in a wide range of external mag-
netic fields Bz > 1 Twe show that this saturation is not due
to the saturation of the rate of the pumping cycle. This
indicates that similar polarization degrees at saturation
observed in this and previous work may be due to inherent
properties of the interacting electron-nuclear spin system,
setting a fundamental limit to the maximum polarization
achievable by optical pumping.
The experiments were performed on individual self-

assembled InP/GaInP QDs [11] at a temperature of
4.2 K, in external magnetic field Bz up to 8 T perpendicular
to the sample surface. We study positively charged QDs
emitting at �1:84 eV. The sample was not intentionally
doped. The dot charging with holes, verified by magneto-
spectroscopy and Hanle effect measurements, occurred
due to residual doping.
The observation of nuclear spin pumping in this work

has been realized using pump-probe techniques, where the
effect of the resonant pump excitation is determined by
monitoring the whole spectrum of the dot using a non-
resonant probe, in contrast to the selective spectral prob-
ing used in absorption measurements [1,2,4,5]. The pump-
probe experiment cycle is shown schematically in
Fig. 1(a). A long (0.15 s) circularly polarized pump pulse
from a tunable single-mode laser excites the dot. A short
(0.5 ms) probe pulse from a second laser, cross-circularly
polarized relative to the pump and emitting below the
GaInP band gap at �1:88 eV, is used to excite photo-
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luminescence (PL) from the positive trion Xþ and to probe
the states of the dot. This enables absolute Xþ transition
energies to be determined and effective nuclear
(Overhauser) fields for a given pump laser wavelength to
be deduced. Multiple measurement cycles were repeated
for each resonant laser frequency to improve the signal-to-
noise ratio, yielding a typical measurement time of 1 min,
exceeding the time required for the nuclear polarization to
reach its steady-state value (�buildup � 10 s).

A diagram of the energy levels of the positively charged
dot in external magnetic field Bz is shown in Fig. 1(b).
The system ground state with heavy hole spin up (down)
j*iðj+iÞ and the photo-excited Xþ trion state with electron
spin up (down) j*+"iðj*+#iÞ have energies E*ð+Þ ¼
��BghBz=2 and E*+"ð*+#Þ ¼ EXþ ��BgeðBz þ BNÞ=2 re-

spectively, where �B is the Bohr magneton, BN is the
nuclear field, geðhÞ � þ1:5ðþ3:1Þ is the electron (hole) g
factor, and EXþ is the PL energy at Bz ¼ BN ¼ 0. Allowed

��ðþÞ polarized optical transitions from j*+"iðj*+#iÞ to
j*iðj+iÞ observed in PL are shown by thick arrows.

The magnitude of the nuclear field BN is deduced from
the Xþ spectral splitting ðE*+# � E+Þ � ðE*+" � E*Þ in PL

excited by the probe. Typical PL spectra at two different
BN are shown in Fig. 1(c). The effect of the resonant
excitation with a �þ polarized pump laser is demonstrated
in Fig. 2, where BN is shown as a function of the pump
laser energy El.

As shown in Fig. 2(a) for the case of high magnetic field
Bz ¼ 2:5 T and laser power Pres ¼ 15 �W, the depen-
dence of BN on laser frequency has the form of two
strongly asymmetric dips. When the laser is tuned from
low energy towards resonance with the optically allowed
transition j+i $ j*+#i, BN decreases from 0 T to �0:6 T
and then switches abruptly to BN ��0:2 T with a further
slow increase to �0 T. Surprisingly, another strong de-
crease of BN is observed when the laser is tuned near the

spin-forbidden transition j+i $ j*+"i [thin dashed arrow in
Fig. 1(b)]. Here in marked contrast, an abrupt change in BN

from 0 to �1:5 T occurs at low laser energy, with the
maximum jBNj at this optical power 2.5 times larger than
that excited via the spin-allowed transition. When El is
tuned further, BN gradually increases back to 0.
The results in Fig. 2(a) are deduced from the measure-

ment of absolute Xþ PL transitions energies shown in
Fig. 2(b) as a function of laser energy. The detuning
between the �þ PL line and the laser at each El is given
by the energy difference between the circles and the black
line in Fig. 2(b), which represents the energy of the laser. In
the case of the spin-allowed process the energy of the
optical transition shifts with the tuning of the laser, similar
to the ‘‘dragging’’ effect reported in Ref. [16]. The abrupt
change of nuclear polarization occurs just as the laser is
tuned slightly above the �þ PL line.
The same laser tuning experiment was repeated at B ¼ 0

[see Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)]. Here, an abrupt change in BN

occurs only when the �þ polarized laser comes into reso-
nance with the �� polarized j*i $ j*+"i PL transition
coinciding with the forbidden j+i $ j*+"i transition at
B ¼ 0. Also, the asymmetry of the resonance curve is
similar to that observed for pumping via the spin-forbidden
transition at Bz ¼ 2:5 T in Fig. 2(a): the abrupt change in
BN is observed towards lower laser energy.
In order to explain the observed effects we consider the

resonant nuclear spin pumping mechanism illustrated in
Fig. 1(b). As the QD contains of the order of 104 magnetic
nuclei, their polarization requires many cycles of optical
excitation or recombination. The optically allowed circu-
larly polarized transitions shown in Fig. 1(b) with thick
arrows conserve spin and cannot be responsible for nuclear
spin pumping. Because of the mismatch of the electron and
nuclear Zeeman energy, nuclear spin pumping occurs only
in a second order process consisting of emission or absorp-
tion of a photon accompanied by simultaneous flip-flop of
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FIG. 2 (color online). Overhauser field BN on the dot (a),(c)
and PL transitions energies EPL (b),(d) as a function of the
energy El of the �þ polarized resonant laser with excitation
power Pres ¼ 15 �W at Bz ¼ 2:5 T (a),(b) and Bz ¼ 0 (c),(d).
The full lines on panels (b) and (d) show the laser energy.

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Pulse sequence used in the resonant
nuclear spin pump-probe experiment. (b) Energy level diagram
of a positively charged dot in magnetic field Bz. Electron and
hole spin up (down) states are shown by " ð#Þ and * ð+Þ, respec-
tively. Long thick (thin) arrows show ‘‘allowed’’ (‘‘forbidden’’)
optical transitions. Dotted arrow shows hole spin relaxation.
(c) PL spectra of a positively charged dot measured with the
probe pulse at Bz ¼ 2:5 T for BN � 0 (solid symbols) and at
BN � �1:5 T (open symbols). Here the optics were optimized
to maximize the PL signal, leading to differing sensitivity in
detection of light with �þ and �� polarizations and effectively
unpolarized PL spectra.
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electron and nuclear spins. These transitions [thin lines in
Fig. 1(b)] are optically forbidden and become weakly
allowed due to mixing of the two Xþ states by the hyper-
fine interaction. The magnitude of wave function mixing

� ¼ �Bgeh�B2
N;?i1=2=EeZ is governed by the mean-

squared in-plane fluctuation of the Overhauser nuclear

field h�B2
N;?i1=2 and by the electron Zeeman splitting of

the trion states EeZ ¼ E*+" � E*+#. Note that

�Bgeh�B2
N;?i1=2 � 1 �eV, and therefore in our experi-

ments � is always small.
For the �þ polarized excitation used in Fig. 2, there are

two possible cyclic processes yielding nuclear polariza-
tion. Both start from the spin-down state of the resident
hole j+i and involve optically forbidden transitions:
(1) The cycle associated with the spin-allowed (SA) pro-
cess consists of the following steps: (i) excitation of the
allowed transition to the spin-down j*+#i state [thick solid
arrow in Fig. 1(b)]; (ii) recombination to the spin-up hole
state j*i (thin solid arrow), assisted by HI; (iii) hole spin
flip back into the j+i state (dotted arrow). (2) The cycle
associated with the optically spin-forbidden (SF) process
also involves three steps: (i) HI-assisted excitation of the
spin-up j*+"i state (thin dashed arrow); (ii) Xþ recombi-
nation via the allowed transition into the j*i state (thick
dashed arrow); (iii) and, finally, the hole spin flip complet-
ing the cycle.

Each of the above excitation cycles results in a change of
the Z projection of the total nuclear spin in the QD by �1.
We calculate the total rate of spin pumping into the nuclear
system Wpump as the sum of the rates of these cycles. We

make a simplifying assumption that the rate of hole spin
relaxation 1=�h is fast compared to the rate of the electron-
nuclear spin flip-flop, which allows us to calculate Wpump

by solving optical Bloch equations for the two photoexci-
tation paths. We return to this assumption below.

For the SF cycle, the lifetime � of the excited state is
determined by the allowed recombination transition. In
contrast, for the SA cycle the recombination rate into the
spin-up hole state is reduced by the factor �2. The hyper-
fine admixture factor � also governs the optical matrix
element for the excitation transition in the SF cycle, which
is given by ��R rather then �R as in the case of the SA
cycle (here �R � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Pres

p
is the laser Rabi frequency). As a

result, we obtain the following expressions for the rates of
SA and SF cycles:

WSA ¼ � �2��1ð���RÞ2=2
1þ ð���RÞ2 þ ðE*+# � E+ � ElÞ2��2@�2

WSF ¼ � ��1ð����RÞ2=2
1þ ð����RÞ2 þ ðE*+" � E+ � ElÞ2��2@�2

;

(1)

where �� < � describes trion spin state broadening by
radiative damping and other dephasing processes. At low
pumping [ð���RÞ2 � 1]both processes result in identical
resonance line shapes, shifted in energy by the splitting of
the Xþ states. However, with increasing pump intensity,

WSA saturates at �2��1=2 for ð���RÞ2 � 1, while WSF

grows linearly with pump intensity up to ð���RÞ2 �
��2 � 1 where it saturates at ��1=2.
The stationary value of the nuclear field is found from

the condition that the total pumping rate Wpump via SF and

SA processes must equal the loss rate of nuclear polariza-
tion:

WSAðBN; ElÞ þWSFðBN; ElÞ ¼ �N
BN

BN;max

; (2)

where � is the rate of nuclear spin loss via spin relaxation
and diffusion, N is the number of nuclei in the QD, BN;max

is the maximum jBNj corresponding to 100% polarized
nuclear spins (�geBN;max ¼ 230 �eV in InP [17]).

Numerical solutions of the nonlinear equation Eq. (2) for
values of parameters relevant to our experiment are shown
in Fig. 3. The Overhauser field BN (dots) and nuclear spin
pumping rate jWpumpj at BN ¼ 0 are shown in panels (a)

and (c) for Bz ¼ 2:5 T and B ¼ 0 respectively. Calculated
PL transition energies E*+# � E+ and E*+" � E* are shown
in panels (b) and (d) with symbols, and the pump laser
energy is shown by the continuous lines.
The behavior calculated with realistic parameters is in

excellent agreement with the experimental data in
Fig. 2. We used nuclear polarization fluctuation

�Bgeh�B2
N;?i1=2 � 1:53ð1:05Þ �eV, electron spin level

broadening @=�� � 6:8ð5:5Þ �eV and excitation power
�R�

� � 2:0ð3:5Þ at Bz ¼ 0ð2:5Þ T. As expected, the best
fits reflect the strong suppression of the nuclear spin
depolarization rate in high magnetic fields: the product
of ��N � 5� 10�2 at B ¼ 0 and decreases down to
�8� 10�5 at Bz ¼ 2:5 T.
The origin of the asymmetric shapes of the resonances in

Figs. 2 and 3 lies in the nonlinear dependence on BN of
both the trion state detuning from the laser and the nuclear
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FIG. 3 (color online). Results of calculations using Eqs. (1)
and (2) for Bz ¼ 2:5 T (a),(b) and B ¼ 0 (c),(d): calculated
nuclear field BN on the dot (a),(c) and PL transitions energies
EPL (b),(d) as functions of the energy El of the �þ polarized
laser [(crosses) circles show (meta) stable solutions]. Lines on
panels (b)and (d) show the laser energy. Lines in (a) and (c) show
nuclear spin pumping rate jWpumpj ¼ jWSA þWSFj as a function
of El for a fixed BN ¼ 0.
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spin pumping rate Wpump. The feedback arising when the

laser approaches the spin-allowed j+i ! j*+#i and spin-
forbidden j+i ! j*+"i transitions has different signs, since
with the buildup of negative BN , the j*+#i (j*+"i) state
shifts to higher (lower) energy. Thus the asymmetric shape
of the SA (SF) resonances exhibit the sharp drop in jBNj in
the direction of high (low) El.

Calculations for the case of B ¼ 0 [Fig. 3(c) and 3(d)]
also show an asymmetric resonance with the abrupt change
in nuclear polarization on the low energy side, in agree-
ment with the results in Fig. 2. As in experiment, the abrupt
increase of jBNj under �þ excitation is observed when the
laser is in exact resonance with the �� PL line (transition
to j*+"i state), demonstrating efficient nuclear spin pump-
ing through the forbidden optical transition.

By performing power-dependent measurements in high
magnetic field (Bz > 1 T), we find that the maximum
nuclear polarization pumped via the spin-forbidden tran-
sition increases with power and saturates at 65%, 1.5 and
1.2 times higher than the saturation levels observed for the
SA cycle (45%) and nonresonant excitation (55%), respec-
tively. In order to explain the saturation of nuclear polar-
ization at a level considerably lower than 100% we first
rule out the limiting influence of hole spin relaxation, a
required step in both SF and SA cycles. Slowing of the
nuclear spin pumping rate can take place in principle once
WSA or WSF exceed ��1

h , which may result in reduction of

the maximum pumping rate in the SF process down to
Wmax

SF � ��1
h . However, despite the strong enhancement of

the hole spin relaxation rate with Bz [18], we find that the
nuclear polarization degree in the SF process saturates at
the same level of 65% in a wide range of Bz ¼ 1–8 T. This
indicates that the hole spin relaxation rate is considerably
higher than the nuclear spin pumping rates achieved in the
experiment [as was assumed in Eq. (1)].

According to Eq. (1),WSA saturates at ð���RÞ2 � 1 due
to saturation of the optically allowed transition, whereas
WSF is expected to grow linearly with laser intensity up to
much higher pumping power ð���RÞ2 � ��2,��2 > 3000
in a wide range of magnetic fields [19]. However, in the
experiment jBNj in the SF process saturates at smaller
power compared to the SA case.

We thus conclude that the saturation of nuclear polar-
ization at 65% is not due to saturation of the forbid-
den transition itself or due to slow hole spin dynamics.
These results of the power dependence (to be reported in
detail elsewhere) suggest that the complete physical pic-
ture of the observed phenomena should also include addi-
tional mechanisms such as, for example, formation of dark
nuclear states [9] or suppression of nuclear spin fluctua-
tions at high optical pumping of the dot. The maximum
degree of nuclear spin polarization achieved by optical
pumping in different types of QDs is of a very similar
magnitude [10–13], indicating common fundamental pro-
cesses (yet to be fully understood), limiting the efficiency
of the optical orientation of nuclear spins.

In conclusion, we have used techniques combining reso-
nant pump with nonresonant probe to demonstrate nuclear
spin pumping based on optically forbidden transitions in a
positively charged quantum dot. This process first pro-
posed in Refs. [15,20] is a close analogue of the ‘‘solid
effect’’ [21], a dynamic nuclear polarization phenomenon
observed in solids with paramagnetic centers under micro-
wave excitation of dipole-forbidden transitions weakly
allowed by the hyperfine interaction. The optical solid
effect revealed in this work results in much higher degrees
of nuclear polarization compared with resonant studies on
negatively charged dots [5,16], where only allowed tran-
sitions were employed. Another factor limiting the magni-
tude of nuclear polarization in previous studies may be
interaction of the dots with an n-type contact, which may
also lead to suppression of the ‘‘dragging’’ effect at low
magnetic fields. In contrast, in our case the spin pumping is
very efficient in a wide range of magnetic fields including
Bz ¼ 0. Furthermore, both theory and experiment indicate
that in realistic conditions the excitation of the forbidden
transition is the most efficient mechanism of dynamic
nuclear polarization.
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